
Security of Uploaded and 
Processed Content - Celtx
Celtx is accessed within a secure web session.

Celtx customer resources are stored in highly durable and available S3 blobs, and the associated 

metadata in highly durable and available SimpleDB and DynamoDB.

All customer-facing services and data are hosted in Amazon AWS data centers -- nothing is kept 

on-premises at our main or satellite offices.

All client access (web, mobile, and desktop) is over HTTPS, with AWS Elastic Load Balancers 

(ELBs) handling SSL termination and configured to accept only currently recommended robust 

ciphers/protocols.



The servers on which user data is stored are not directly connected to the Internet to prevent 

infiltration or attacks. Instead, they are accessible only by the “front-end” application servers 

which have limited access to the information stored.

Access to underlying user data and related resources in AWS is restricted to a small Operations 

group, enforced via role-based IAM mechanisms, and requires 2-factor authentication.

All passwords are stored in encrypted format. They cannot be retrieved, even by Celtx staff.

Customer “work product” such as scripts/documents, images, audio and video media is stored 

long-term in S3 using a Content Addressable Storage model whereby each version is retained 

separately. The stored data itself is not encrypted.

Our operating systems, libraries and other tools are updated regularly to mitigate the risk that 

bugs or holes in software provided by our vendors might compromise our own security.

All ports on our application servers except those required for standard web traffic are “locked” to 

any communication (i.e., no Telnet, SMTP, FTP, etc. access is allowed)

We rely on AWS logging and monitoring capabilities as provided by CloudWatch, EC2, 

OpsWorks, etc. EKS container logs are streamed to CloudWatch. 

Raw web server access logs on the VMs are consolidated in S3, then batch-imported into 

Google BigQuery several times daily for analysis/auditing.

On the client side, the web app is heavily instrumented with both our own and 3rd party 

telemetry.

Any questions about Celtx’s Security policies or technical requirements? 

Contact us via email at sales@celtx.com - we’re here to help!


